
 

TwistLock 

TwistLock is an easily applied seal for all types of utility meters. It has an one directional      
rotatable locking mechanism to prevent extraction of sealing wire from its body. The      
rotating handle can be snapped off after application to prevent any manipulation. The 
transparent polycarbonate body reveals any sign of tampering.  

Security Seals 

 Utility meters 
 Transport meters 
 Gas & fuel meters 
 Telephones 
 Utility boxes 

APPLICATIONS 

 Transparent PC body 
 ABS twister with option of colours 
 One directional locking mechanism with sealing wire 

FEATURES 

 Clearly expose any tampering attempt 
 Different colours for coding and easy identification 
 Avoids re-insert and replacing of sealing wire 

BENEFITS 

Sizes 
19 x 8/11mm Clear Tag, Ø12 PC body  
(Code: TW01AA) 
  

Material 
Body & Tag - PC 
Twister - ABS 
Wire - Ø0.7mm galvanized steel 
 

Print 
Laser name/logo & serial number  
 

Colour 
3 standard colours  
- Red, Yellow & Blue 
 

Temperature 
-20˚C to 110˚C/-4˚F to 230˚F 
 

Packaging 
5000pcs/carton 
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TwistLock 

DIMENSIONS 

 

Security Seals 
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Laser Marking 
Offer the highest level of security as it cannot be         
removed and replaced. 

Marking Tag 
Tag size of 19mmL x 8 to 11mmH for sequential      
numbering and logotype  

PC Body 
Transparent case clearly expose any tampering       
attempt. 

ABS Twister 
High impact material, available in option of colours 

Locking Mechanism 
One directional turning mechanism, avoids re-insert 
and replacing of sealing wire 

Sealing Wire 
Easy to insert without use of any tools, but cutter is   
required to remove the seal 
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ABRIC, your Global Supplier of Security Sealing Solutions. 

For further information, please visit our website for nearest contact:  

www.abric.com 

Sealing Assets Globally with quality and integrity 


